RULES SHOWCASE:

BLACK SEAS

WI Editor Dan dons his bicorne and heads over to
Warlord Games to see what all the fuss is about
regarding their new Napoleonic naval wargame

Ahoy there shipmates, its seems like
but the blink of an eye since we were
last invited over to the Warlord Games
Store in Nottingham, England for a
playthough of their new game SPQR and
shiver me timbers if we were not back
there again within a couple o’weeks to
present a Rules Showcase for their even
newer game - Black Seas. If you’ve
been stuck in the crows-nest for the past
several months you won’t know that
Warlord Games are about to release their
“Age of Sail Naval Battle Game” Black
Seas (definitely NOT Black Sails, can
everyone stop accidently calling it Black
Sails).
Using 1/700th scale model ships and
coming in a box packed to the topgallants
with tokens, cards, dice, plastic models
and all manner of loot, Black Seas
focuses on naval warfare in the latter
part of the Golden Age of Sail - known as
the ‘Carronade era’ - which encompasses
the period between 1770 and 1830.
For our game I was given command of a
set of four ships representing La Royale
– three brigs (they’re the small ones) and
one frigate (that’s the big one), and my
opponent, who was none other than the
game’s designer - that notorious braggart
Gabrio Tolentino - played the part of the
Royal Navy, which was made up of an
identical fleet.
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In an effort to showcase most of the basic
rules of the game we chose to play the
simplest scenario from the book; “Chance
Encounter”. The aim of the game was
simply to blow your opposition out of
the water, the only scenario specific rule
being “Capture” which meant we were
able to seize each other’s ships and take
control of them.
TURN 1 - WE ARE SAILING
Just before we get into the cut and thrust
of the game I should confess I’m not by
nature a naval wargame enthusiast, sure
I’ve played a couple of enjoyable games

of Osprey’s Fighting Sail and Electronic
Battleships by MB Games (does that
count?), but I’m a land-lubber at heart, so
any similarly non-seafaring gamers will
be pleased to hear I’ll be using layman’s
terms in my description of the game and
models and any dyed in the wool (or
should that be dyed in the hull?) naval
gamers will enjoy tutting and shaking
their heads when I refer to the back of
the ship as the ‘back of the ship’ and the
ensign as ‘a flag’. You have been warned,
so here we go....
Below: And they’re off! My frigate, flanked by
three brigs, heads for the high seas. BTW - The
component parts you will see in the photos are
playtest pieces - they will look much nicer in the
finished version of the game.
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In a movement rule borrowed from
Cruel Seas, models move with, or more
correctly on, a Wake Marker, this shows
their current speed. Check the photos to
see what I mean.
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Following this early rules clarification
discussion, I moved my first ship - one
of my three brigs - Battle Sails speed
ahead. For a brig, Battle Sails means one
4'' move, followed by the opportunity to
turn or fire, followed by another 4'' move.
A total of 8'', if I was going at Full Sail I
would then be able to move a further 4''.

TURN 2 - MOTHER
NATURE INVERVENES

rd.qxp_Front

“Hang on, isn’t it going to get confusing
as to which ships have taken a turn
and which haven’t and for that matter,
who’s ships belong to whom? They all
look quite similar to me” I say. Gabrio
explains that both of these things would
be a problem if he hadn’t thought of a
fix. “Once a ship has taken a turn you
place an Activation Token next to it to
show it has moved, and you know which
ships are yours because your models
are equipped with an identification flag
which matches the Ship Identification
Token on your Ship Card”.

Each model has
an associated off
table Ship Card
which contains
the ship’s starting
stats, turn angle
and armament. You
also use these cards
to track Ship Points damage.
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As little as I know about naval matters,
I do know that sailing ships are powered
by wind (well done me!) and after we had
established that for this turn at least the
wind had not changed direction, Gabrio
pointed out the order in which play would
proceed. “The wind is blowing from the
south, which means the first vessel to
move is that closest to the southern edge
of the table. The second ship to move is
the second closest to the southern edge
and so on”. Very clever thinks I, so the
game doesn’t proceed in an I-Go-You-Go
fashion - whichever ship is closest to the
direction of the wind gets the next move.

SHIP CARDS
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... “Where be the wind?” says I, in a
totally inappropriate faux pirate accent,
whilst Gabrio rolls his eyes and replies
“A very good point (poorly made). At the
start of every turn you need to roll 2D6 to see if the wind changes direction. It’s
not very likely, only a 3 or 11 changes the
wind’s direction, although the sea also
becalms or swells on a 2 and 12”.

With Gabrio’s words of “the
wind isn’t very likely to change
direction” echoing in my ears,
I rolled the dice for the wind, scoring
11. The wind changed direction. The
Wind Rose sits at the side of the playing
surface throughout the game and we
moved its arrow one step anti-clockwise
to represent the movement of the breeze.
It hadn’t been an issue in Turn 1 but
this change in wind direction meant
that before moving a model we had to
consider Wind Attitude. This is covered
in two ways in the rules: a more realistic
way in the Advanced Rules and a more
simplistic way in the Basic Rules. We
were playing the Basic Rules in which
if the wind is coming at the ship from
sideways on it can move at Battle Sail
speed (that’s two thirds max), if it is
coming from the rear it can move at Full

Sail and if it is coming from the front it
can’t sail at all - unless the player passes
a skill check to Tack out of the wind.
Luckily for me this change of wind meant
that one of Gabrio’s ships was now being
hit head-on by the wind, (and as he failed
the skill test) forcing it to reduce speed
from Battle Sails to Anchored. As well
as halting movement, a sudden stop by
hitting the wind bow-on also has the
potential to cause damage to the vessel
- D3 points plus a critical hit – which
in this case resulted in damage to the
vessel’s sails. So, no shots had yet been
fired, but a capricious intervention by the
elements had already caused Gabrio to
take damage. I imaged my tiny French
sailors chiding their English counterparts
for their poor sailing and accusing their
fathers of smelling of elderberries.

Below: The winds of change blow in (on a two D6 score of 11) and thus the order of play switches whichever model is nearest to the direction of the wind goes next. P.S. See BTW on previous caption!

The first turn proceeds in a fairly
predictable manner, with our ships
moving forward and jockeying for
position on the high seas. Even at this
early stage I was beginning to think about
how I was going to best manipulate my
fleet to bring the maximum number of
guns to bear on the Royal Navy’s flotsam
and jetsam.
At the end of the turn Activation
Markers are removed and at the
beginning of the next the direction of
the wind is rolled for.
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TURN 3 - THE PLOP OF THE CANNON BALL
One of my brigs was rounding a small island. I had
visions of a surprise broadside, but before my ship
was able to spring into action, one of Gabrio’s was
moving and (at the end of the move) firing on me.
After checking range and angle it was clear he could
bring all the guns on the port side of his brig to bear.
Guns/cannons are divided into three categories:
Heavy Cannon, Light Cannon and Carronade (there
are also Mortars and Rockets, but not in our game).
On the port (right) side of a standard brig there are
two Heavy Guns with a range of 20''. A D10 is rolled
for each gun, looking for a score of 5 or less. Plus
or minus modifiers are applied for things like Target
Size, Veteran Crew and/or Fire as She Bears etc.
After shooting, Gabrio applied white wool to the
port side of his brig to show its guns had fired “I am
going to force you to make the table a pretty thing to
look at” he says “so, to show firing you have to use
the smoke markers, this means an Activation Token
is no longer required”.
The result of that first broadside was a disappointing
(if you’re cheering for the Royal Navy) miss, with
0
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Above: A Royal Navy (sails
furled) brig fires on its French
counterpart. It misses, and there is
much cheering... but only from me.
Below: There is less cheering from
me when one of my brigs catches
fire after taking a critical hit.
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TURN 4 - FIRE ON BOARD
No change in wind direction and most of
our ships were in action now, or at least
potentially. My frigate was the second
vessel to let loose with its guns and I
elected to Aim High, which meant if I
scored a critical hit (a dice score of 1),
I could roll on the Critical Table - High,
which means I’m strafing the masts and
sails and causing major problems aboard
the enemy ship.
I scored a 2 which was a hit but not
critical, just one point of damage.
Rather cruelly when Gabrio fired back he
did roll a 1, scoring a Hull Critical Hit.
“Okay, let’s see what happens” he says
“here’s hoping for a six” he rolls a D6…
it’s a six - Fire on Board!
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Each model travels
with a Wake Marker
which shows the
vessel’s current speed.
The back of the ship
is placed in-line with
the area of the marker
that shows its current
speed: Light Sails,
Battle Sails, Full
Sails.

TURNING

A vessel turns by pivoting from the stern
(back) and rotating the bow (front),
up to the maximum angle allowed as
specified by the model’s Ship Card and
represented by either the red or yellow
lines on a Measuring Sticks.

fire due to critical effect or sailing within
one inch of another ship that is ablaze. I
put it to you sir that the brig that just fire
at my blazing ship is within one inch.
What do you say to that, Limey?”
My spot of rules lawyer’ry was met with
a friendly chuckling of realisation from
Gabrio. In an effort to sail into Point
Blank Range he had set his own ship on
fire! Fiery wool (which comes supplied
with the boxed game, along with white
and black wool) was duly applied to his
brig, it also took D3 damage from the
fire.

Above: Smoke on the water and fire on the deck. My brig takes a pummeling from Gabrio’s fleet. Not
happy with the fact it’s already blazing, the British commander inflicts a critical hit on the gun deck.

“Damn your eyes man” says I, pulling
out a piece of ‘fiery wool’ and poking it
onto one of my model brigs. I had a vague
recollection that someone, somewhere
once said something like “there’s nothing
more dangerous than a fire at sea” and so
it was proved when I was introduced to
the Ships on Fire rule, which meant that
at the start of every future turn the crew of
my blazing ship would make a Skill Test
to attempt to douse the flames. If when
doing so I rolled a 1, the fire would spread
to the ammunition store which I was
reliably informed “wouldn’t be good”.

pointing out something they have written,
then forgotten, which you can then use
against them. “Hold your taffrail” says I,
“didn’t I just read somewhere… where is
it… yes… here you go, ships can catch

Gabrio’s other nearby brigs also hurled
cannon balls into my stricken vessel,
all of which meant its Ship Points were
reducing at a frightening rate. Ship
Points/damage is recorded on the Ship
Card, there’s a little slidy marker to move
and point at your current total.
Below: The foolish Limeys send one of their brigs
too close to my burning vessel and it too catches
fire! “Fiery wool” is called for and liberally applied.
We used models with unfurled sails for my French
and furled sails for Gabrio’s Brits, but the tiny
‘identification flags’ also help with tracking the vessels.

Not content to let my brig burn to a crisp,
Gabrio opened fire from Point Blank
Range (+2) with another passing brig,
scoring another 1, which meant another
roll on the Hull - Critical Table. This
time it was a Gun Deck Hit. I placed a
Gun Deck Hit Token next to my (already
burning!) brig, which meant it can’t shoot
this turn.
I’ve played loads of Rule Showcase
games with the person who has written
the showcased rules and I can tell you
there is nothing more satisfying than

Below: The state of play after four turns
- still everything to play for! BTW - Do
you like the treasure island?
It’s a Simon Tiff
production.
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TURN 5 - “WE’RE ALL
VULNERABLE FROM THE REAR”
Our two frigates traded fire. The
practical difference between smaller
and larger vessals is the number of
guns; frigates have 36 and the smaller
brigs have 18. Both types of ship have
heavy guns, with the frigs also having
carronades on the upper deck. More
cannons mean more dice to throw when
shooting, with the heavier guns being
able to cause more damage.
Although it was impressive to have
the frigates blazing at each other, that
cunning sea-dog Gabrio had managed to
manoeuvre one of his brigs to the rear
of my frigate and it was this pesky little
vessel which was about to do the most
telling damage.

of his brigs forward, with its broadside
pointing directly at the rear of my frigate.
“I’m Crossing the T, you’re going to
receive some Raking Fire” he continues.
“Hang on, slow down” I reply “what
are you on about?”. Gabrio went on to
explain that Crossing the T - known as
Raking Fire in the game - means that if
the shooting ship is perpendicular to the
target it can bring its broadside to bear on
the less well protected areas of the enemy
vessel (namely the front or back… yes,
yes I know - bow or stern) - hurling it’s
deadly payload through the length of the
target.
“Are you ready” says Gabrio rhetorically,
taking up three lots of D10s (heavy, light
and Carronade guns) and rolling. Raking
Fire causes double damage, or triple

at Point Blank Range and a Bow Rake
causes one extra point of damage for each
successful hit.
By this point my frigate was down from
39 Ship Points to 29.
TURN 6 - SHOOTING
WHILST ON FIRE
I received more Raking Fire at the start of
this turn when Gabrio chose not to douse
the fire aboard his blazing brig (you have
the option to spend a turn dealing with
the fire or carry on regardless) but instead
Cross the T with it - shooting into the rear
of my frigate, again!
So, more heavy damage to my frigate,
before it was able to sail on and try and
get out of trouble.

“She’s still vulnerable at the stern, like
the rest of us” quotes Gabrio (citing
Captain Aubrey from the movie Master
and Commander) with a smile on his face
and a glint in his eye, as he pushed one
Right: Raking Fire. One of the British brigs
crosses the T and pours fire into the bow of my
frigate. It’s chaos on board as the cannon shot
rakes through my vessel. I need to get my frig
out of there fast!

ADVANCED WIND

No this isn’t a medical complaint. The Advanced Rules contain a rule for
‘More Realistic Wind Effect on Movement’. This effectively means that rather
than just (basic) wind directions of front, back and side wind having an effect
on movement, the side wind effect is broken down into two different areas of
influence. As seen by the diagram here.
Below: I’m grappled! Gabrio moves his frigate to within inches of mine and attempts a boarding
action. It’s cutlasses and cudgels on the high seas as Gabrio goes in for a killer move.

Sail on it did, but not out of trouble.
Gabrio set his frigate in hot pursuit
and after first launching a destructive
broadside from only one inch away,
he boldly announced “I’m going to
grapple you”.
“Keep your hands off of me” I replied
“I’m a married man!”. But it turned out
what he actually meant was he was going
to attempt a Boarding Action. Ultimately
this was the aim of the scenario - to
capture your opponent’s ship/s. Gabrio
explained “I can attempt to grapple and
board your ship as long it is travelling at
less than Full Sails and I am within three
inches”.
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Both models were placed side-by-side (which they pretty much
were anyway), they came to a dead stop and the Royal Navy
boarding party sprang into action! To determine how this is done
the current number of Ship Points comes into play. Not good
news for me as my frigate had been taking some heavy hits in
the last two turns, including all that Raking, I was down to only
13 Ship Points, which translated to a strength of one dice (13
divided by 10, rounded down). Gabrio’s frigate on the other
hands had a strength of 30, a nice round three dice.
Although I looked quizzical that we were using Ship Points to
gauge the strength of our boarding and defending parties, Gabrio
explained that Ship Points are not only used to identify the
integrity of the vessel but also that of the crew i.e. the boarding
party. So basically, lots of men had already been killed on my
ship and there were not a lot left to defend it, whereas they were
pouring across from Gabrio’s relatively undamaged frigate.
Three dice were duly rolled by the attacking British commander,
one in return by the defending French, and six points of damage
were scored by Gabrio’s boarders. I was left with six Ship
Points, significantly less than half of my original total, doubly
significant because that means my frigate was forced to Strike

Well splice the mainbrace, shiver-metimbers and several other inappropriate
phrases! With the capture of my frigate
Gabrio had won the game and taught my
La Royale a lesson in naval warfare. Not
surprising really, it was my first game and
Gab’s 73rd (or thereabouts).
So what had I learnt from my inaugural
game of Black Sails, Seas, SEAS, Black
Seas…
1) The models are fantastic. From a
spectator’s point of view it’s a pleasure
to glide them across the battlemat and
admire the cut of their jib from a crow’s
nest eye view above the tabletop, or
indeed up close in the palm of your
hand. Note: I say “spectator” because I
confess I’ve not yet put any of the models
together, so I may have a different
opinion once I’ve wrestled with the rat
lines and shrouds.
2) Know your wind and your angles.
Sailing with the wind and knowing your
angles when moving and turning is a
very important part of playing the game.
Black Seas makes this as easy as possible
with the use of rules and tokens included
in the boxed set, but how you move
into and out of the wind and how to use
the information on your Ship and Wake
Cards, or rulers to turn your model, is the
key part to understanding and enjoying
playing the game. It takes more than one
game to really fathom it.
3) A sandbox of rules. The fact that
there are so few Basic Rules and
(comparatively) so many Additional and
Advanced Rules means you can ease
yourself into the game. Even when you
have decided to go beyond the basics
you can decide to pick and choose from

Above: Low scores are good, or bad for me in this case - Gabrio rolls a
triply painful score as his boarders dispatch my defenders.

the Colours! AKA surrender and play no further part in the
game. Incidentally, if I was only a quarter below my Ship Points
I would have had the opportunity to pass a Skill Test and keep
on going. In non-boarding combat, a ship will Strike the
Colours when it drops below its break point as specified on the
Ship Card.

the advanced. Perhaps choosing not
to use the additional option for varied
Ammunition Types until you have got to
grips with the rules for More Realistic
Wind Effects. Thus the rules can develop
at your pace.
4) It’s token and table space tastic.
Warlord have certainly thought about
the aesthetiscs of the tabletop, as already
mentioned the models look great, but
the use of the different coloured smoke/
wool and the artwork on the tokens also
adds to a pretty looking seascape. But,
Ship Cards, Activation Tokens and Wake
Cards all mean that there are a lot of
component parts on the tabletop at any
one time - something you will need to
embrace to learn to love the game.
5) Finding fun beyond the movement.
Whilst the movement mechanics in
the game take some time and thought
to master, most of the narrative and
excitement in the game comes from
shooting, colliding, boarding and
generally causing damage. The Critical
Damage tables are great fun and

grappling your opponent’s vessel or
‘accidently’ colliding with another ship
is when Black Seas really becomes an
amusing and lively game to play.
6) To scenario or not to scenario? The
Rule book is big on scenarios, there
are 13 in there (and one more in this
magazine!). Naval wargaming has come
on a long way and players are encouraged
to go beyond lining up their little ships
and just battling for supremacy of the
battlemat. It is going to be interesting
to see if out in the clubs and on home
tabletops Black Seas becomes a scenario
based game, or if players do actually
just prefer straight forward battles to the
death.
We’ve gone big on Black Seas in the
issue of the magazine; we think it’s a
welcome addition to the pantheon of
wargames that are available for our
consideration and in presenting this Rules
Showcase and the other material in the
magazine we hope we have given you
some idea of what the game is all about.
But it don’t stop there -

WI PRIME
COVERAGE

Unboxings, interviews,
flipthoughs, spin arounds
and more are all on offer
to Wargames Illustrated
Prime members online.
To check out all of our
Black Seas coverage head
to wargameillustrated.net
and search: black seas.
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